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A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
ORTUNATELY the equity markets showed some improvement during 2011, and through a concerted team effort, we were able to benefit.
During 2011, a Fund of $14,534,000 was raised which represents approximately a 30% increase over the 2010 Fund. An additional $7,000,000 in managed direct investment was generated. The combined $21,534,000 enabled SLEFI to participate in the funding of four projects with a total investment of $17,734,391 creating 303 units of affordable housing, which represents a 100% increase in production from 2010.
Our existing portfolio also showed improvement with physical occupancy up 1.5 percentage points over performance in 2010. We were also able to successfully exit 11 projects during 2011, several of which were underperforming.
As reported last year, Gateway Community Development Fund, Inc.
made application to the U.S. Department of Treasury for certification as a Community Development Financial Institution (CDFI).
We are pleased to report that Gateway received certification along with a $100,000 Technical Assistance Grant. In addition, Gateway recently applied for an additional $600,000 grant. If received, these funds would be deployed as loans in support of affordable housing.
Gateway has also obtained funding from a local bank and is currently negotiating with several other financial institutions. Finally, Gateway has entered into an agreement with two highly experienced consultants which will greatly increase Gateway's capacity.
We are looking forward to a very productive 2012 with continued growth in support of affordable housing. We would like to thank our loyal investors for all of their continued support. 
Frequently Asked Questions
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What is a low-income housing tax credit and how does it help finance affordable housing?
In 1986, Congress passed the Tax Relief Act, which included a provision authorizing the distribution of tax credits through state housing agencies to encourage private investment in affordable housing. Annually, based upon a per capita dollar amount of credit, each state is authorized to distribute tax credits through a competitive application process to developers. Tax credits are then sold to investors, the proceeds of which provide the equity to build the development.
Tax credits are allocated in equal amounts over a period of ten years, and the development must remain affordable and be occupied by qualified low-income renters for a period of fifteen years. This is known as the tax credit compliance period. Since the early 1990s, states have typically required an additional 15 years of affordability after the tax credit compliance period has ended, thus ensuring an adequate supply of affordable housing.
The equity provided by the sale of these credits greatly reduces or eliminates the need for project debt, thus keeping rental rates affordable.
What is an historic preservation tax credit and how does it help finance the rehabilitation of historic buildings?
The In 2011, Gateway received certification from the U.S.
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Department of the Treasury as a Community Development
Financial Institution (CDFI) and was granted $100,000 in technical assistance funds, as well. 
G
Village of Grand Oak II
13.31%
Based on the original project projections in each of the funds.
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